Kassia, we haven’t heard about you since a long time. What kind of life have you been
living for the last past years?
I left my sponsors in 2013 to launch my own brand in the fall of 2015 called Kassia + Surf. Where
the focus was to make high vibe and low environmental impact womens surf wear, and be more
involved with helping to clean up our beached and waterways
You are an iconic model for longboarding and on a larger scale for women surfing since
the 2000’s. You’ve been like a model for thousand girls dreaming of surfing in clear blue
water with your style. Things are changing quickly about the image of surfer girls, and it
seems that you have to be good looking to be a professional surfer or at least to get
sponsored: what is your point of view about the new image of actual surfer girls specially
through social media?
I feel everything that exists had both a light and a shadow. There are a lot of things about social
media that i feel expose the shadow of the medium. In the same context there are a lot of positive
aspects to a platform where you can vocalize your feelings and share your thoughts and interests
connecting with people around the world in moments. That being said i feel with any and all media
platform there are always exploitive aspects and with that i also feel like there are more people
now than ever sharing their minds and talents more than their bodies.
I have been traveling in different places and it seems that surfing is everywhere. Do you
think there is a uniformization of surfing or is it more creative now?
Surfing is really a very young creative expression compared to things like music and art. Its only
really been in the last 70-100 years that it has really started to grow and spread. With that i feel in
the past 10 years or so surfing is becoming more creative and expressive than ever. People are
riding so many varied types and shapes of surfboards, pushing the limits of what is possible in
every aspect, when it comes to free surfing. At the same time the imputative arena has seemed
to have grown a lot as well as become more serious and competative, which is where there is
more of a structure that exists in being scored on a linear platform. As things grow i feel the
barriers are constantly being pushed and expanded in all arenas.
Who/what inspires you?
Everything inspires me really.
Having an opportunity to travel and meet different people with more complex contrasted views
really has always and will always inspire me
What king of board are you riding: retro, modern logs? Do you surf other boards?
I really ride everything i can get my hands on. Longboards, fishes, mid lengths, shorter retro
inspired board, finless wooden boards, finless foam boards. Really variety is really the spice of life
and i feel so inspired to constantly be adjusting and learning and riding different waves and
equipment. It keeps me forever in a fresh place of learning and growing.

Do you have like a wellness routine? What is a day in kassia Meador’s life these days?
Of course, surfing is a wellness routine that brings me into my body and gives me the reference
and perspective to want to constantly add different things to my life that bring me stillness and
growth. I have a daily meditation practice, also do a lot of yoga, surfing and hiking, as well as
work with sound and vibrational therapy and meditation, i also juice often and eat very natural
whole foods.
You launched your own brand of wetsuits, clothes and accessories Kassia Surf. I have
seen that you’re doing a neoprene recycling project and do a partnership with Suga yoga
mats. Besides of your project, are you involved in environmental actions?
Yes we have a fully circular platform for wetsuits in collaboration with our friends at Suga Yoga.
that ay we give people an opportunity to recycle their old wetsuits through us and we can all
collaborate and work together to be more responsible for our footprint. The surf industry is one of
the most harmful industries in the world and we rely the most on the natural environment for all
we do so i feel it is a bit of a conflicted existence and feel it is important to be part of the solution
not the problem so that is one of my main focus with both how i live my life as well as with the
brand. I am also an ambassador for the Surfrider Foundation, Costal Commission, have done a
lot of work with Waves for Water getting people clean drinking water in disaster relief zones as
well as developing nations, i also work with A.W.O.W bringing children and families with autism
surf therapy, and i just started speaking to Save the Waves to help them in all their efforts in
protecting bio diverse lands in some of our most favorite surf locations.
There’s this new collab between you and Dakine, what lead you to this project?
Yes we were both excited to work together to create a visually dynamic, technically superior,
functional surf travel gear in low impact way. Bringing people things they need and love created in
a way with our mother earth in mind using recycled materials as the base of our collection.
Will we have a chance to see you for a contest somewhere in the world in 2019?
I dont really compete anymore but i do some fun invitational events and such from time to time
because i love traveling and surfing. Ill do the Mexi log fest both as a judge as well as a surfer and
i was just invited to the Duct Tape Invitational in Portugal. I have never been to Portugal so i am
really excited to go!
Thank you very much for your time. 😊
Clémentine from Missyfruit

